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6. Immigration Status

Assembly Bill 2779 (Chapter 329, Statutes of 1998), requires the establishment of a program that will 
provide cash assistance to aged, blind, and disabled legal noncitizens who meet the immigration 
status requirements of Supplemental Security Income/State Supplementary Payment (SSI/SSP) in 
effect on 
August 21, 1996, but are ineligible for that program solely due to their immigration status. Welfare 
and Institutions Code Section 18940 requires that federal and state laws governing the SSI/SSP 
program must also govern the Cash Assistance Program for noncitizens (CAPI).

6.1 Conditional CAPI for Naturalized U.S. Citizens

SB 84, W&IC section 18939.5 provides Conditional CAPI benefits for individuals who become a 
naturalized U.S. citizen while receiving CAPI benefits, and have a pending SSI/SSP application. 
[“Conditional CAPI for Naturalized U.S. Citizens,” page 3-4.]

6.2 Qualified Alien

The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 was enacted on 
August 22, 1996. This eliminated SSI eligibility for most non-citizens and established the definition 
for the new federal term of “qualified alien”. The definition lists the immigrant status requirements that 
every non-citizen must meet in order to be potentially eligible for most federal public benefits, 
including SSI.  
A “Qualified Alien” is a specific term defined as an immigrant who meets the requirements as 
described in Section 431 of Public Law 104-193, as amended. A noncitizen who falls into that 
category is considered a “Qualified Alien” if he/she is:

• Lawfully admitted for permanent residence (LAPR).

• Granted Cuban/Haitian entrant status. (Section 501(e) of the Refugee Education Assistance Act 
of 1980).

• A refugee who entered the United States under Section 207 of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Act (INA).

• An alien who is granted asylum under Section 208 of the INA.

• A alien whose deportation is being withheld under Section 243(h) of the INA (under previous law), 
or Section 241(b)(3) of the INA as amended by  
P.L. 104-208.
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• An alien who is paroled into the United States under section 212(d)(5) for a period of at least 1 
year.

• An alien who is granted conditional entry pursuant to Section 203(a)(7) of the INA as in effect 
before April 1, 1980.

• A battered spouse, battered child, or parent or child of a battered person with a petition pending 
under sections 204(a)(1)(A) or (B) or 244(a)(3) of the INA (as defined in MPP Section 
49-005(b)(1). 

6.3 Permanently Residing Under the Color of the Law (PRUCOL)

“PRUCOL” is defined as persons who are Permanently Residing Under the Color of the Law and 
refers to non-citizens residing in the United States with the knowledge and permission of the United 
States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), and the USCIS does not contemplate 
enforcing their departure. For CAPI purposes, PRUCOL refers to the specific non-citizen categories 
listed in 20 CFR 416.1618 unless the category is also listed in the definition of Qualified Non-citizen.  
PRUCOL categories for CAPI purposes apply to non-citizens:

a. Subject to Order of Supervision.

b. On whose behalf an immediate relative petition (USCIS Form I-130) has been approved and 
who is entitled to voluntary departure and whose departure the USCIS does not contemplate 
enforcing.

c. Who have properly filed an application for an adjustment to lawful permanent resident status 
under Section 245 of the INA that USCIS has accepted as “properly filed” and whose 
departure USCIS does not contemplate enforcing.

d. Granted a stay of deportation by a court order, statute, or regulation or by individual 
determination by USCIS under Section 106 of the INA and whose departure USCIS does not 
contemplate enforcing.A non-citizen residing in the United States under an indefinite voluntary 
departure.

e. Residing in the United States under an indefinite voluntary departure.

f. Granted voluntary departure under Section 242(b) of the INA or 8 CFR 242.5 whose 
departure USCIS does not contemplate enforcing.

g. In deferred action status.

h. Who entered and have continuously resided in the United States prior to  
January 1,1972 or any date established by Section 249 of the INA.
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i. Granted a suspension of deportation pursuant to Section 244 of the INA whose departure 
USCIS does not contemplate enforcing.

j. Granted an indefinite stay of deportation.

k. Granted lawful temporary resident status under Section 245A of the INA (Immigration Reform 
and Control Act of 1986).

l. Not in one of the above categories, who can show that:

• USCIS knows they are in the United States, and

• USCIS does not intend to deport them, either because of the person’s status category or 
individual circumstances.

See “PRUCOL CATEGORY (l)” on page 3.

Reminder:

A client must submit valid and current documents verifying his or her PRUCOL status prior to 
approval of CAPI benefits. USCIS no longer responds to requests to verify whether a 
non-citizen falls under the PRUCOL category. As a result, submitting a secondary SAVE will not 
verify a client’s PRUCOL status. Refer to Common Place Handbook, [“SAVE Procedures,” page 
13-9] for detailed information.

6.3.1 PRUCOL CATEGORY (l)

For CAPI purposes, there are 12 PRUCOL categories as described in section 6.3. Non-citizens who 
do not meet the requirements of any of the first 11 categories, may attempt to qualify under the 
twelfth category (l):

“An individual - Not in one of the above categories, who can show that”:

• USCIS knows they are in the United States, and

• USCIS does not intend to deport them, either because of the person’s status category or 
individual circumstances.

The conditions in this category must be carefully explored:

USCIS Knows that the non-citizen is in the U.S.
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• It is the individual’s responsibility to show that USCIS is aware of his or her presence in the U.S.  
Note: An individual who is subject to an order of removal is assumed to have complied with that 
order by leaving the country and therefore does not satisfy this requirement.

• There is a general presumption that an individual who is granted time-limited admission to the 
U.S. (e.g., a holder of a non-immigrant visa such as a visitor, student or business visa) will leave 
the country prior to the expiration date of that admission. When an individual overstays his or her 
visa, it cannot be assumed, without proof, that USCIS remains aware of the individual’s presence 
in the U.S. Therefore, such individuals have the burden of proving that USCIS is aware that they 
remain present in the United States.

• A non-citizen may demonstrate that USCIS is aware of his/her presence in the U.S. by providing 
proof that some type of correspondence (e.g., immigration forms, inquiries, letters) was filed with 
USCIS after the date of the visa’s expiration. The non-citizen must provide proof that 
correspondence with USCIS has actually been filed (e.g., U.S. Post Office proof of mailing or a 
notice of action or receipt from USCIS).

• Mere intent to file documentation with USCIS does not satisfy the requirement of USCIS’s 
knowledge of the individual’s continued presence.

USCIS does not intend to deport him/her, either because of the person’s 
status category or individual circumstances.

USCIS does not contemplate enforcing an individual’s departure if it is the policy or practice of that 
agency not to enforce departures of aliens in the same category. 20 CFR §416.1618(a). As USCIS 
does not have a practice of deporting the aged, blind or disabled, most CAPI applicants can 
successfully claim that USCIS does not intend to deport them.

Please note that if an applicant is subject to an order of deportation/removal, he or she will not meet 
the requirement listed above and will not qualify as PRUCOL. Some immigrants may not be aware 
that they are subject to old orders of deportation that remain active. 

6.3.2 Temporary Protected Status (TPS)

TPS is a temporary immigration status granted to eligible individuals of a certain country designated by 
the Department of Homeland Security because serious temporary conditions in that country.

Noncitizens granted TPS are authorized to work and stay in the U.S for a specified time. TPS is not 
considered a PRUCOL status. Noncitizens granted TPS are not eligible for CAPI. 
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6.3.3 Non-citizens from the Republic of Marshall Island (RMI), Federated 
States of Micronesia (FSM), or the Republic of Palau

The Republic of Marshall Islands (RMI), Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) and the Republic of 
Palau, collectively known as the Freely Associated States (FAS) were formerly parts of the Trust 
Territory of the Pacific Islands established by the United Nations following World War II. The RMI and 
FSM became independent in 1986, and the Republic of Palau in 1994.

The United States signed Compacts of Free Association with all three island nations under which 
their citizens are permitted to permanently reside and work in the U.S. without visas (Palauans do 
not even require a passport). The compact did not make these individuals United Stated citizens.

Under CAPI regulations, the PRUCOL category includes those immigrants whom the United States 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) knows are present in the United States and does not 
intend to deport.

As FAS citizens are legally permitted to permanently reside and work in the United States, their 
status category is that of PRUCOL and they therefore meet the immigration requirements of the 
CAPI program.

6.4 Qualifying Categories

The CAPI program is broken down into four categories. In order for an individual to qualify for CAPI, 
he/she must qualify under one of these categories:

• Qualified Noncitizens

• Non-Qualified Noncitizens (PRUCOL)

• Sponsored Noncitizens

• Extended CAPI.

6.4.1 Qualified Noncitizen

This group of noncitizens are aged and were residing in the United States on or before August 21, 
1996. In addition, they were scheduled to stop receiving SSI/SSP benefits effective September 30, 
1998, because they do not meet the noncitizen status provisions of P.L. 104-193.

To be eligible for CAPI as a Qualified Noncitizen, the individual must:

• Be a legal non-citizen who meets one of the definitions of “Qualified Alien”  
[Refer to “Qualified Alien,” page 6-1].], and
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• Be 65 years of age or older, and

• Have been lawfully residing in the United States on August 21,1996, and

• Have a date of entry date into the United States on or before August 21,1996. 

Identifying Categories

Qualified noncitizens are identified in one of the three following categories

AID
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

1A-F Used for Individuals who are AGED only (65 years of age and over) and lawfully residing in the 
U.S. ON or BEFORE 8-21-96.

Marital Status:
• No spouse
• INELIGIBLE Spouse-NOT on SSI, CAPI, GA, CalWORKs, Foster Care (may or may not 

have income), OR
• Spouse on SSI.

1A-2 Used for Individuals who are AGED only (65 years of age and over) and lawfully residing in the 
U.S. ON or BEFORE 8-21-96.

Marital Status:
• Spouse on CAPI.

1A-9 Used for Individuals who are AGED only (65 and over) and lawfully residing in the U.S. ON or 
BEFORE 8-21-96.

Marital Status:
• Spouse receiving GA, CalWORKs or Foster Care.

Note: 

Noncitizens under age 65 who are blind or disabled and entered the U.S. ON or BEFORE 
8-21-96 are potentially eligible for SSI/SSP and are not eligible for CAPI, even if SSI is denied.

6.4.2 Non-Qualified Noncitizens (PRUCOL)

Noncitizens who do not meet the definition of qualified alien must meet the other immigration 
standards in effect for SSI/SSP on August 21, 1996, which are known as Permanently Residing 
Under the Color of the Law (PRUCOL) categories. These are individuals who were in the United 
States on or before August 21,1996 and met the previous SSI/SSP PRUCOL requirements, but not 
the current immigration status requirements nor the SSI/SSP disability requirements. Receipt of 
SSI/SSP prior to August 22,1996; will be sufficient to establish PRUCOL status unless there is an 
indication that the previous PRUCOL determination was based on false statements or documents.
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To be eligible for CAPI as a Non-Qualified Noncitizen (PRUCOL), the individual must:

• Be a legal non-citizen who meets one of the definitions of “Non-Qualified Non-citizen - PRUCOL” 
[Refer to “Permanently Residing Under the Color of the Law (PRUCOL),” page 6-2].]

• Be 65 years of age or older, blind or disabled, and

• Not meet the federal definition of “qualified alien” and

• Have been lawfully residing in the United States on August 21,1996.

Identifying Categories

Non-Qualified Noncitizens (PRUCOL) are identified in one of the three following categories:

AID
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

6K-F Used for Individuals who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED and entered 
the U.S. On or BEFORE 8-21-96.

Marital Status:
• No spouse
• INELIGIBLE Spouse-NOT on SSI, CAPI, GA, CalWORKs, Foster Care (may or may not 

have income), OR
• Spouse on SSI.

6K-2 Used for Individuals who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED and entered 
the U.S. On or BEFORE 8-21-96.

Marital Status:
• Spouse on CAPI.

6K-9 Used for Individuals who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED and entered 
the U.S. On or BEFORE 8-21-96.

Marital Status:
• Spouse receiving GA, CalWORKs or Foster Care.

6.4.3 Extended CAPI

Senate Bill (SB) 708 and Assembly Bill (AB) 1111 (Chapters 147 and 148, respectively) established 
time-limited CAPI eligibility for certain noncitizens who entered the United States on or after August 
22, 1996, but were not eligible for the regular Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI) 
Program.

The passage of AB 429 extended the sponsor-deeming period, removed the sunset date for what 
was previously time-limited CAPI and extended the program indefinitely. The “Time-Limited CAPI” 
program was renamed “Extended CAPI”. 
Aid Code ‘6T’ has been assigned to this category of Non-citizens.
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For an individual to be eligible for CAPI under the “Extended CAPI Program,” he/she must meet ALL 
the CAPI eligibility requirements and:

• Be a noncitizen who entered the United States on or after August 22, 1996,

• Not have a sponsor or not meet the sponsor restrictions in the definition of  
Aid Code 6M, and 

• Meet either the federal definition of “Qualified Alien” or the federal definition of Permanently 
Residing Under Color of Law (PRUCOL).

10-Year Deeming Requirement

The sponsor-deeming period for Extended CAPI applicants and recipients is  
10 years, regardless of which affidavit of support the sponsor signed.

The 10-year sponsor-deeming period for Extended CAPI applicants and recipients begins from the 
date the sponsor executed the affidavit of support or the date of the noncitizen’s arrival into the 
United States, whichever is later.

Note: 

Exempt from deeming if onset date of disability, as determined by DDSD, is after the Date of 
Entry and Sponsor signed the old Affidavit of Support (I-134)

Identifying Categories

Persons eligible under Extended CAPI are identified in one of the three categories:

AID 
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

6T-F Used for qualified noncitizens who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED, 
entered the U.S. On or AFTER 8-22-96. and have NO sponsor or the sponsor is NOT deceased, 
disabled, or abusive. NOTE: 10-Year Deeming Period.

Marital Status:
• No spouse
• INELIGIBLE Spouse-NOT on SSI, CAPI, GA, CalWORKs, Foster Care (may or may not 

have income), OR
• Spouse on SSI.

6T-2 Used for qualified noncitizens who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED, 
entered the U.S. On or AFTER 8-22-96, and have NO sponsor or the sponsor is NOT deceased, 
disabled, or abusive. NOTE: 10-Year Deeming Period.

Marital Status:
• Spouse on CAPI.
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6.5      Sponsorship

A SPONSORED NONCITIZEN is a noncitizen whose entry into the United States was sponsored by 
a person, or a public or private agency or organization, which executed an affidavit of support or 
similar agreement on behalf of the noncitizen as a condition of the noncitizen’s entry into the United 
States.

Sponsored noncitizen “deeming” rules do not apply to public or private agencies or organizations, 
only to individuals who are sponsors.

6.6 Affidavit of Support

Noncitizens may be “sponsored” when they apply for an immigration visa. Sponsors submit an 
Affidavit of Support promising to financially assist the noncitizen if it is necessary. 

The following are the 2 types of Affidavit of Support that the sponsor may have signed:

• I -134, “Old Affidavit of Support”, or
• I -864, “New Affidavit of Support”. 

6.7 “Old Affidavit of Support” (I-134)

Most sponsored noncitizens who entered the United States prior to 12/19/1997 will have the “Old 
Affidavit of Support” (I-134).The following are the 2 types of CAPI benefits received under the Old 
Affidavit of Support:

• Regular CAPI
• Extended CAPI

6T-9 Used for qualified noncitizens who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED, 
entered the U.S. On or AFTER 8-22-96, and have NO sponsor or the sponsor is NOT deceased, 
disabled, or abusive. NOTE: 10-Year Deeming Period.

Marital Status:
• Spouse receiving GA, CalWORKs or Foster Care.

AID 
TYPE

DESCRIPTION
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6.7.1 Regular CAPI

If client is receiving Regular CAPI benefits, deeming from a sponsor who signed the I-134 applies 
unless or until one of the following occurs:

• The sponsor dies.

• The noncitizen has resided in the United States for 3 years or longer since the date of admission 
for permanent residence as established by the United States Citizenship and Immigration 
Services (USCIS).

[“Regular CAPI,” page 3-3], for definitions of Regular CAPI.

6.7.2 Extended CAPI

If client is receiving Extended CAPI benefits, deeming from a sponsor who signed the I-134 applies 
for 10 years from execution of the Old Affidavit of Support or from the date of the client’s arrival to the 
United States, whichever is later.

[“Extended CAPI,” page 3-3], for definitions of Extended CAPI.

6.7.3 When Sponsor-Deeming Does Not Apply

Sponsor-deeming does NOT apply under either Regular or Extended CAPI if the sponsor signed the 
I-134 and one of the following occurs:

• The noncitizen becomes blind or disabled (as defined for SSI/SSP purposes) AFTER admission 
to the United States.

• The noncitizen is a victim of abuse by his or her sponsor or the sponsor’s spouse.

6.8 “New Affidavit of Support” (I-864)

Most sponsored noncitizens who entered the United States on or after 12/19/1997 will have the “New 
Affidavit of Support” (I-864).

The following are the 2 types of CAPI benefits received under the New Affidavit of Support:

• Regular CAPI
• Extended CAPI
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6.8.1 Regular CAPI

If client is receiving Regular CAPI benefits, deeming from a sponsor who signed the I-864 applies 
unless or until one of the following occurs:

• The sponsored noncitizen becomes a naturalized citizen.

• The sponsored noncitizen has worked 40 qualifying work quarters of coverage under Title II of the 
Social Security Act or can be credited with such qualifying quarters. For more information, refer to 
Common Place Handbook, [“40 Quarters,” page 11-27]

• The sponsor or noncitizen dies.

[“Regular CAPI,” page 6-11] for definitions of Regular CAPI.]

6.8.2 Extended CAPI

If client is receiving Extended CAPI benefits, deeming from a sponsor who signed the I-864 applies 
for 10 years from execution of the New Affidavit of Support or from the date of the client’s arrival to 
the United States, whichever is later.

[Refer to “Extended CAPI,” page 3-3, for definitions of Extended CAPI.]
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6.8.3 When Sponsor-Deeming Does Not Apply

Sponsor-deeming does NOT apply under either Regular or Extended CAPI if the sponsor signed the 
I-864 and one of the following occurs:

• The noncitizen is a victim of abuse by his or her sponsor or the sponsor’s spouse.

• The noncitizen, the noncitizen’s minor child, or the noncitizen’s parent (if the client is a minor child) 
is a victim of abuse and the victim is not living with the abuser.

• The sponsored noncitizen meets the definition under the “Indigence Exception” rules. [Refer to 
“Indigence Exception Rule (for I-864 only),” page 11-17].]

6.8.4 Ineligible Spouse or Parent

Regardless of the Affidavit of Support, sponsor-deeming rules apply instead of rules regarding 
deeming from an ineligible spouse or parent when the sponsor is the client’s ineligible spouse or 
parent.
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6.8.5 Sponsor-Deeming Chart

WHEN DOES SPONSOR-DEEMING APPLY FOR CAPI?

TYPES OF 
CAPI

TYPES OF AFFIDAVIT

I-134 I-864
Who is eligible for REGULAR CAPI?

Date of Entry Prior to 8/22/96

• Qualified Noncitizens (aged only).
• PRUCOL (aged, blind & disabled).
• Victim of human trafficking, domestic 

violence, & crime (aged, blind and 
disabled).

Date of Entry On or After 8/22/96

Sponsored non-citizens AND sponsor is: 

• Dead,
• Disabled, or
• Abusive.

Deeming occurs until or unless:

• The sponsor dies, or 
• The Noncitizen has resided in the 

United States for 3 years or 
longer since date of entry.

 Deeming occurs until or unless:

• The sponsor dies,
• The sponsor or the sponsor’s 

spouse begins receiving public 
assistance benefits,

• The noncitizen becomes a 
naturalized citizen,

• The noncitizen has worked 40 
qualifying work quarters, or

• The noncitizen meets the definition 
under the “Indigence Exception” 
rules.

Who is eligible for EXTENDED CAPI?

Date of entry is On or After 8/22/96, and 
meets the following criteria:

• Does not have a sponsor, 
• Has a sponsor who is NOT deceased or 

disabled, or
• Has a sponsor and is NOT a victim of 

abuse by the sponsor or the sponsor’s 
spouse.

Sponsor-deeming applies for  
10 years from execution of Affidavit 
of Support or from the Date of Entry, 
whichever is later.

Deeming must occur within the 
10-year period unless:

• The noncitizen becomes blind, or 
disabled AFTER date of entry,

• The noncitizen is not a LAPR and 
has left the United States, or

• The County determined that the 
sponsor or sponsor’s spouse is 
abusive to the noncitizen.

Sponsor-deeming applies for  
10 years from execution of Affidavit of 
Support or from date of entry, 
whichever is later.

Deeming must occur within the 
10-year period unless:

• The noncitizen, or the noncitizen’s 
child or parent is a victim of abuse 
and the victim is living in a different 
household than the abuser,

• The County determined that the 
sponsor or sponsor’s spouse is 
abusive to the noncitizen, or

• The Noncitizen meets Indigence 
Exception rule
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6.9 Excluded From Sponsor Deeming

Certain noncitizens are excluded from sponsor deeming.

6.9.1 Refugees and Asylees

Sponsor deeming does not apply to refugees admitted to the U.S. under one of the following three 
sections of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA):

• Section 203(a)(7), effective before 4/1/80; or 
• Section 207(c)(1), effective after 3/31/80; or 
• Section 212(d)(5), paroled refugees.

Asylees admitted to the U.S. under Section 208 are also excluded from sponsor deeming. 

Note: 

Refugees and asylees whose statuses are adjusted to Lawfully Admitted Permanent Residents 
(LAPR) are not subject to sponsor deeming even if they have a sponsor. Verification of 
sponsorship is not required when approving CAPI benefits.

Codes on the Resident Alien card (I-551) that indicate the adjustment of status on the basis of prior 
Refugee/Asylee status include:

• AS-6 - Asylees
• AS-7 - Asylees’ Spouse
• AS-8 - Asylees’ Children
• RE-6 - Refugees
• RE-7 - Refugees’ Spouses
• RE-8 - Refugees’ Children
• CU-6 - Cuban Refugees
• CU-7 - Cuban Refugees’ Spouses
• CU-8 - Cuban Refugees’ Children

SSI Extension for Elderly and Disabled Refugees Act

Refugees admitted to the U.S. under Section 207 and asylees admitted to the U.S. under Section 
208 are eligible for SSI/SSP for seven (7) years. After their 7 years has expired, they are potentially 
eligible for CAPI once SSI is terminated.
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The “House of Representative/House Bill” (H.R.) 2608, known as the “SSI Extension for Elderly and 
Disabled Refugees Act.” extended SSI eligibility for  
2 additional years effective 10/1/2008 for certain refugees and asylees.

6.9.2 Certain PRUCOL Noncitizens

Noncitizens who are permanently residing in the U.S. under color of law (PRUCOL) are not subject 
to sponsor deeming. Many noncitizens legalized under the Immigration Reform and Control Act 
(IRCA) are not permanent residents and, therefore, are not subject to sponsor deeming. However, 
they may become subject to deeming if they become LAPR.

The following are examples of PRUCOL noncitizens:

• NACARA immigrants – Codes NC6, NC7, and NC8; and
• Lautenberg immigrants – Code LA6.
• Public Interest Parolees (PIPs) admitted to the U.S. under Section 212(d)(5). 

 
A PIP whose status is adjusted to a LAPR may or may not be sponsored. If he or she alleges 
non-sponsorship, verification of that LACK of sponsorship must be obtained from USCIS.

6.9.3 Noncitizens Not Required to Have Sponsors

Noncitizens admitted to the U.S. under one of the statuses below are never required to have a 
sponsor. Therefore, sponsor-to-alien deeming does not apply to the following:

• Noncitizens granted LAPR status under section 249 of the INA. They are sometimes called 
“registry” applicants (see SI 00501.440B.6.). The admission code on Form I-151 or I-551 (Alien 
Registration Receipt Cards) for aliens in this category is Z03, Z33, or Z66.

• Applicants for permanent residence who are Amerasians or relatives of Amerasians and the 
admission codes are described below: 

• AM-1 or AM-6 - Amerasian born in Vietnam between January 1, 1962 and January 1, 1976.

• AM-2 or AM-7 - The spouse or child of an Amerasian as above.

• AM-3 or AM-8 - The mother of an unmarried Amerasian, her spouse and/or child.

• AM-3 or AM-8 - A person who has acted as the parent of an Amerasian and his/her spouse and 
/or child.

Note: 

Amerasians with admission codes other than those shown above are subject to sponsor 
deeming.
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• Applicants for adjustment under the Cuban/Haitian provisions of section 202 of IRCA. Noncitizens 
seeking adjustment under this provision would have an I-94 coded CH6.

6.9.4 Sponsor is Deemor in the Same Household

Sponsor deeming does not apply when the sponsor is the client’s eligible or ineligible spouse or a 
parent whose income is otherwise considered in determining the client's SSI eligibility or payment 
amount. Instead, the regular spouse-to-spouse or parent-to-child deeming rules apply.

When the couple separates or when the client moves out of the parent’s home, deeming applies 
effective 1st of the month following the month of separation.

Note: 

SSI payments and the income used during the determination of the eligible couple must be 
included in sponsor deeming.

6.9.5 Admission Promoted by an Organization

A noncitizen whose admission to the U.S. was due solely to promotion by an organization is not 
subject to sponsor deeming.

However, any income (cash or in-kind) received by the client from the organization must be used in 
determining CAPI benefits.

Reminder:

If the CAPI client is also sponsored by an individual, sponsor deeming applies from the 
individual sponsor. Eligibility Workers must verify sponsorship through USCIS prior to issuance 
of CAPI benefits.

6.9.6 Admission Promoted by an Employer

A noncitizen whose admission as a LAPR is based on a guarantee of employment from an employer 
who does not sign an affidavit of support is not subject to sponsor deeming from the employer.

Reminder:

If the CAPI client is also sponsored by a different individual, sponsor deeming applies from the 
individual sponsor. Eligibility Workers must verify sponsorship through USCIS prior to issuance 
of CAPI benefits.
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6.10 Verification of Sponsor Information

It is the CAPI client’s responsibility to obtain his or her sponsor’s cooperation in developing and 
documenting the information needed to determine the sponsor’s income and property, the 
information needed to make an indigence exception determination, or any other information from the 
sponsor, which is needed to apply the sponsor-deeming rules.

Some examples of necessary information to determine eligibility include:

• Affidavit of Support,
• “Sponsored Noncitizens Applying for or Receiving Cash Aid and/or Food Stamps” (SAR 22),
• “CAPI Sponsor’s Statement of Facts Income And Resources” (SOC 860),
• Verification of sponsor’s income and property.

6.10.1 Sponsor’s Statement of Facts Income and Resources (SOC 860)

Sponsor-to-alien deeming applies to both the “Regular CAPI” and “Extended CAPI” programs. 
Generally, the income and resources of an immigrant’s sponsor (including the income and resources 
of the sponsor’s spouse, if he/she resides with the sponsor) are deemed to the immigrant for a 
period of ten years for “Extended CAPI”), or for Regular CAPI, until the sponsor dies, the immigrant 
naturalizes or the immigrant is credited with 40 qualifying quarters of earnings.

The form “Sponsor’s Statement of Facts Income and Resources” (SOC 860), must be used to 
determine the amount of income and resources from the sponsor(s) to be deemed to the CAPI 
applicant/recipient.

The form SOC 860 must be provided to the applicant/recipient and sponsor(s) as follows:

• As part of the Intake and RRR packets, and at the time of the interview, an additional form must 
be sent to the sponsor along with instructions to complete it and return it to the EW within 10 days.

• If the form is not returned by the alloted time frame, a second copy of SOC 860 must be sent to 
the sponsor and applicant/recipient along with a second notice to comply within 10 days.

• If the form is not returned within the additional 10 days, the CAPI application must be denied or 
benefits must be discontinued. An adequate notice of action is required.

All information provided by the sponsor(s) in the SOC 860 must be verified. The sponsor(s) must 
cooperate with the county’s efforts in this regard by providing all supporting documentation 
requested by the EW. Failure to provide the documentation required by SOC 860 or any verification 
requested by the EW will result in the denial/discontinuance of CAPI benefits. 

Other forms of verification for sponsor’s income and resources may also be accepted, as long as all 
the information requested in the SOC 860 is provided. 
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Note: 

For CAPI only cases SOC 860 must be used. For cases with CAPI and CalFresh the SAR 22 
may be used.

Exception:Exception:

The SAR 22/SOC 860 and verification of sponsor’s income and property are not needed if it can 
be determined from the client’s statement that the sponsor’s income and property would make 
him or her ineligible for CAPI. 
A sworn statement regarding the sponsor(s)’ income and property must be completed by the 
client before the income and property can be recorded in CalWIN. CAPI must be denied or 
terminated for being over the income and/or property limit. Under no circumstances may a 
withdrawal of application be taken at this point.

The income and resources of the sponsor(s) declared in the SOC 860 must be verified at application 
and at every redetermination. The SOC expires after twelve months from its execution. Therefore a 
new SOC 860 or other acceptable verification is required every year.

6.10.2 Unable to locate the sponsor(s)

It is the CAPI applicant or recipient responsibility to obtain verifications of the sponsor’s income and 
property. When he/she indicates that the sponsor(s) cannot be located, has leave the United States, 
or his/hers whereabouts are unknown, the EW must investigate this allegation.

If the county’s attempt to mail the SOC 860 to the sponsor’s address on file, and this is returned by 
the U.S. Post Office as undeliverable, the steps below must be followed and documented:

• Attempt to obtain a more current address for the sponsor from the CAPI applicant/recipient. If 
such an address is available, send the SOC 860 to the current address. 

If the immigrant does not have a different address for the sponsor, or if the immigrant states that he 
or she does not know the sponsor’ s whereabouts, then:

• Submit an Online SAVE, requesting the sponsor’s name and current address. If the USCIS 
response to the county includes a different sponsor name and/or address, send the SOC 860 to 
the current address. If USCIS does not respond to the county within 30 days or completes and 
returns the form to the county with the same sponsor contact information on file, then:

• Assume that the sponsor cannot be located and accept the client’s statement/allegations in a 
“Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants Indigence Exception Statement” (SOC 809), if such 
allegations are credible and do not conflict with other information on file with the county. [Refer to 
“Indigence Exception Rule (for I-864 only),” page 11-17]]
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Questionable or conflicting information must be clarified before CAPI benefits can be approved. If the 
applicant or recipient fails to provide information/verification and fails to complete the 
application/redetermination, the CAPI benefits must be denied or terminated. 

If an application is denied for failure to provide essential information, and the applicant provides the 
required form and/or verification within 60 days of the application date, the denial must be rescinded 
and the original application processed. A new “Application for Cash Aid, Food Stamps, and/or 
Medi-Cal/State CMSP” (SAWS 1) is NOT required.

Note: 

Under no circumstances can the CAPI be approved or issued when the client is living with his or 
her sponsor and fails to submit sponsorship documents and verification, unless the client claims 
that he or she is a victim of abuse by his or her sponsor or sponsor’s spouse.

6.10.3 Online SAVE

The Eligibility Worker (EW) must verify sponsorship information when the CAPI client states that:

• He or she does not have a sponsor; or 
• The sponsor’s information or whereabouts is unknown.

To verify sponsorship information, the EW must follow an Online SAVE process.

Refer to Common Place Handbook, Chapter 14, [“SAVE,” page 14-1] for more details.]

6.10.4 Affidavit of Support

Unless the CAPI client is exempt from sponsor-deeming requirements, the EW must obtain a copy of 
the client’s Affidavit of Support PRIOR to approval or issuance of CAPI benefits.

The CAPI client is ultimately responsible for obtaining a copy of the Affidavit of Support. The client 
can request a copy from USCIS under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), if the Affidavit was lost 
or destroyed. [Refer to USCIS Website for detailed instructions on “How to Make a FOIA Request”.]

The information on the Affidavit of Support must be compared with the current  
SAR 22/SOC 860. When discrepancies are found, the sponsor must explain and provide verification 
on the changes that occurred.
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6.10.5 Delayed Affidavit of Support

When the Affidavit of Support from USCIS is unavailable or would take longer than six (6) weeks to 
obtain, the EW may determine CAPI eligibility without waiting for the copy of the Affidavit of Support. 
However, EW must have verification or acknowledgment from USCIS that the Affidavit of Support 
was requested by the CAPI client. 

The EW can determine eligibility based on the CAPI client’s and sponsor’s statements regarding 
income and resources. Before approving CAPI, the EW must ask the sponsor to identity and explain 
the reductions in income and resources since he or she signed the Affidavit of Support. The EW 
must compare the current SAR 22/SOC 860 with the Affidavit of Support and check for discrepancies 
once the document is received.

6.11 Reporting Responsibilities

Sponsored noncitizens are responsible for reporting any changes to their EW that could affect 
sponsorship, within ten days of the occurrence. This includes changes that occur in the sponsor‘s 
household, when the sponsor does not reside with the sponsored noncitizen. The following changes 
must be reported, but are not limited to:

• If the sponsor dies

• If the sponsored noncitizen becomes naturalized

• If the sponsor becomes disabled

• If the sponsored noncitizen becomes disabled, or the condition of their existing disability worsens

• If the sponsored noncitizen leaves the country permanently

• If the sponsor or the sponsor’s spouse starts receiving public assistance benefits

• If the sponsored noncitizen obtains 40 qualifying work quarter coverage under Title II of the Social 
Security Act or can be credited with such qualifying quarters. Refer to Common Place Handbook, 
[“40 Quarters,” page 11-27].

• If the sponsor’s (or sponsor’s spouse’s) income increases or decreases

• If the sponsor starts or stops a job

• If the sponsor’s property increases or decreases, and

• Any other change that may affect sponsor deeming.
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Anytime a sponsored noncitizen reports a change, the EW must evaluate the new information, and 
act timely on any changes reported. A new “Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI) 
Sponsor to Alien Deeming Worksheet” (SOC 454) must also be completed, if appropriate.

Exception:Exception:

If the sponsored noncitizen meets the definition under the “Indigence Exception” rule.

6.12 Sponsor Deeming

The income and property of the sponsor and the sponsor’s spouse (who lives with the sponsor), are 
deemed to the sponsored noncitizen, until one of the provisions as described in Section 11.2 is met.

6.12.1 Deemed Income

The sponsor’s income, regardless of where the sponsor is living, is deemed to the sponsored 
noncitizen. The “Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI) Sponsor to Alien Deeming 
Worksheet” (SOC 454) must be used to calculate the amount of income to be deemed. 

The following formula is used to determine the amount of income deemed from the sponsor to the 
noncitizen. In this example the sponsor is married with three children, and the living arrangements 
are Household of Another (HOA):

Step Action Example

1. Enter the gross income (earned and unearned) of the sponsor(s) and the 
sponsor’s spouse (if living together).

$3,000.00

2. Subtract the sponsor’s allocation.

NOTE: Each sponsor’s allocation is equal to the federal SSI Federal Benefit 
Rate (FBR) for an individual. If the co-sponsor are married (if living together), 
the total allocation is two times the FBR.

Refer to Chart Book, Chapter 8, [“CAPI Charts,” page 8-1] for Sponsor’s 
Allocation in Alien Deeming Situations]

- $1,348.00

3. Subtract the allocation for the sponsor’s dependents.

NOTE: The allocation for the sponsor’s dependent is equal to one-half of the 
federal SSI Federal Benefit Rate (FBR) for an individual for each dependent 
(spouse who is not a co-sponsor receives the dependent allocation. 

Refer to Chart Book, Chapter 8, “CAPI Charts,” page 8-1 for Allowance 
for Ineligible Children for Deeming Situations]

- $ 1011.00

4. The remainder is the amount deemed (or available) to the sponsored 
noncitizen.

= $641.00
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6.12.2 Deemed Resources

The resources of any noncitizen include the resources of the noncitizen’s sponsor regardless of 
whether they live in the same household and whether the sponsor actually makes the resources 
available to the applicant or recipient.

• The same resource exclusions that apply to the CAPI recipient apply to the sponsor’s resources 
Refer to “Exempt Resources,” page 7-4]

• The resources of the sponsor’s spouse are also included if the sponsor and his or her spouse live 
in the same household

• The amount of the sponsor’s resources (and spouse, if any) is the amount remaining after the 
applicable resource limit ($2,000 for an individual or $3,000 for couples) is deducted from their 
total personal property.

The following formula is used to determine the amount of resources deemed from the sponsor to the 
noncitizen. In this example the sponsor is married:

Step Action Example

1. Enter the total amount of countable resources of the 
sponsor(s) and the sponsor’s spouse (if living together).

$4,200.00

2. Deduct the allowable resource limit of the sponsor(s). 

NOTE: Each sponsor’s allocation is equal to the SSI 
resource limit of $2,000 for an individual, or $3,000 for a 
couple when both members of the couple are living together 
and one member is not a co-sponsor. If both members of 
the couple are co-sponsors, the allocation is twice the 
individual resource limit of $2,000, which equals $4,000.

- $3,000.00

3. The remainder is the amount deemed to the sponsored 
noncitizen’s property reserve.

= $1,200.00

4. Add the amount of deemed resources to the noncitizen’s 
own resources. ($400 own resources)

+ $400.00

5. The total is the amount of resources for the sponsored 
noncitizen. This amount is to be compared to the property 
limit. If this amount exceeds the property limit, the 
noncitizen is ineligible for CAPI.

= $1,600.00

5. Subtract the amount of deemed income from the CAPI standard and drop the 
cents: $673.34 - $641.00 = 32.34

$32.00

Step Action Example
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6.13 Deeming Exception Due to the Sponsored Noncitizen’s 
Disability (for I-134 only)

THIS RULE ONLY APPLIES TO THE OLD AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT (I-134). THIS RULE DOES 
NOT APPLY TO THE NEW AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT (I-864)

For sponsored noncitizens whose sponsor signed the “Affidavit of Support” (I-134), deeming may be 
inapplicable or may cease, if the sponsored noncitizen becomes blind or disabled (as defined for 
SSI/SSP purposes) AFTER admission to the United States. 

Note: 

This provision DOES NOT apply to sponsored noncitizens whose sponsor signed the “Affidavit 
of Support” (I-864).

6.13.1 Disability Determination Service Division (DDSD) Referral

Whenever an applicant or recipient, whose sponsor signed the “Affidavit of Support” (I-134), claims 
to have a disability that occurred AFTER admission to the United States, the EW must complete a 
Disability Determination Service Division (DDSD) Referral, which consists of the following forms:

• “Authorization for Release of Medical Information” (MC 220) 
 
Complete one for each treatment source, and have the applicant sign and date three extra blank 
MC 220s.

• “Disability Determination and Transmittal” (MC 221) 
 
Write “CAPI SPONSOR DEEMING” at the top of the form under “Comments.”

• “Applicant’s Supplemental Statement of Facts for Medi-Cal” (MC 223). 
 
Every question on the form must be answered.

Once completed, the packet must be forwarded to DDSD. Refer to Medi-Cal Handbook, [“DDSD — 
EW Procedures,” page 22-46.]

Note: 

A new DDSD referral is still needed for sponsor-deeming disability evaluations even if there is a 
current DDSD determination and client’s disability-based Medi-Cal is active.
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6.13.2 Applicants

Whenever an applicant whose sponsor signed the “Old Affidavit of Support” (I-134) AND the 
individual claims to have a disability that occurred AFTER admission to the United States, the 
application is to remain in pending status until a decision is rendered by the Disability Determination 
Service Division (DDSD), unless the 10-year period has expired for Extended CAPI. 

Reminder:

Under NO circumstances are individuals applying for CAPI who fall under the category of 
“Sponsored Immigrants” or “Extended CAPI” to be discouraged from applying due to sponsor 
deeming. The application MUST be accepted and a formal eligibility determination made.

6.13.3 Recipients

Whenever a recipient who is receiving Extended CAPI claims to have a disability that occurred 
AFTER admission to the United States, and the sponsor has signed the “Affidavit of Support” (I-134), 
deeming is NOT to cease until a decision is rendered by the Disability Determination Service 
Division (DDSD), unless the 10-year sponsor-deeming period has expired.

6.13.4 Presumptive Disability

Eligibility Workers may make a Presumptive Disability determination while awaiting for the formal 
disability decision from DDSD. Sponsor-deeming will only cease when the presumptive disability is 
granted AND it is verified that the client’s disability occurred AFTER his or her admission to the 
United States.

[“Blindness / Disability,” page 3-10], for more details.

Note: 

CAPI payments based on presumptive disability cannot be made for longer than 6 months.

6.14 Indigence Exception Rule (for I-864 only)

THIS RULE ONLY APPLIES TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT (I-864). THE INDIGENCE 
EXCEPTION MUST BE RENEWED EVERY YEAR.
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6.14.1 General Information

Generally, if an immigrant’s sponsor signs the “Affidavit of Support” (I-864), the income and 
resources of the sponsor (and the sponsor’s spouse if living in the same household) are deemed to 
the immigrant for purposes of determining CAPI eligibility. If an immigrant is no longer being provided 
with support by his or her sponsor, and as a result, the immigrant is unable to provide him/herself 
with both shelter and food, this rule is suspended under the “Indigence Exception.”

When deeming is suspended under the Indigence Exception, the only income from the sponsor that 
is counted is:

• Actual monies (cash) received directly from the sponsor, and

• In-kind income that the immigrant actually receives from the sponsor.

6.14.2 When the Indigence Exception does NOT Apply

The Indigence Exception does NOT apply when:

• The immigrant lives with his or her sponsor, or

• The immigrant lives with someone other than the sponsor, and receives free room AND board, 
even if the immigrant’s income is less than the SSI rate.

• The immigrant lives independently and receives free room and board (or the gift of money with 
which to purchase room and board).

6.14.3 Criteria for the Indigence Exception Rule

ALL of the following criteria MUST be met before the Indigence Exception rule can apply:

• Sponsor-deeming would result in (or it is determined that it would result in) a denial, suspension, 
or reduction of CAPI benefits; AND 

• The immigrant is unable to obtain both food and shelter, AND

• The immigrant completes and signs the “Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI) 
Indigence Exception Statement” (SOC 809), AND

• The EW determines that the indigence exception applies.

The indigence exception rule applies for 12 months and sponsor deeming shall not occur in the 
twelve-month period. After that, sponsor deeming will apply unless a new indigence exception has 
already been evaluated and granted. 
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Reminder:

This rule does not apply when the CAPI client fails to provide sponsorship verification. [Refer to 
“Verification of Sponsor Information,” page 11-9], for details]

6.14.4 Sponsor Deeming Results in a Denial, Suspension, or Reduction of 
CAPI Benefits

In order for the Exception Rule to apply, the amount of the sponsor’s income deemed to the 
sponsored immigrant MUST result in a:

• Denial
• Suspension, or
• Reduction of CAPI benefits.

The determination can be made by completing the “Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI) 
Sponsor to Alien Deeming Worksheet” (SOC 454). Since most of the CAPI clients who claim to be 
indigent will not be able to obtain any verification from their sponsor, the actual denial, suspension or 
reduction need not take place. The completion of the SOC 454 will suffice for this requirement.

6.14.5 Mrs. Tran applies for CAPI on 10/15/15. She indicates her sponsor has abandoned her. The 
EW completes the SOC 454, and the deeming of the sponsor’s income would result in a 
denial of the CAPI application. The EW does NOT have to actually deny the CAPI 
application. The completion of the SOC 454 in itself demonstrates that sponsor deeming 
would result in a denial.Determining if the Noncitizen is Unable to Obtain 
Food and Shelter

If the noncitizen is living apart from his or her sponsor and not receiving free food and shelter in another 
person’s household, the noncitizen shall be considered unable to obtain food and shelter if:

• The total gross income that the noncitizen receives from all sources is less than the federal SSI 
Individual rate if the noncitizen is not living with his or her spouse, or the federal SSI Couple rate if 
the non-citizen is living with his or her spouse, and

• The resources available to the noncitizen and noncitizen spouse are less than the applicable 
CAPI resource limit.

The total gross income and available resources counted for the purpose of determining whether the 
noncitizen is unable to obtain food and shelter consist of:

• All of the noncitizen’s own income (including income normally excluded such as General 
Assistance) and resources (including liquid resources normally excluded such as burial funds);
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• The income and resources of the non-citizen’s spouse (if living together) or parent(s) (if living with 
the minor noncitizen); and

• Any cash assistance provided by other individuals or agencies (including the sponsor).

Reminder:

The indigence exception applies for a 12-month period. The period begins whenever all of the 
conditions are met and runs for 12 consecutive months (including nonpayment months).

If the noncitizen is receiving free shelter and also receiving free food from another persons’ household, 
the noncitizen is not eligible for the Indigence Exception deeming rule. The Indigence Exception 
request must be denied and the CAPI application must be processed as a regular CAPI sponsored 
application. The “Sponsor’s Statement of Facts Income and Resources” form (SOC 860) is required.

6.14.6 Indigence Exception Required Forms

As part of the indigence exception, CAPI regulations specifically require that the county obtain a signed 
statement from the sponsor(s) regarding the sponsor’s income and resources. In addition, the 
immigrant- applicant/recipient must provide information regarding the amount of support received from 
the sponsor.

The following forms are used for the determination of CAPI Indigence Exception: 

Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants Indigence Exception Statement (SOC 809)

The immigrant must complete and sign the SOC 809 to declare the level of support he/she receives 
from the sponsor. The EW must attempt to corroborate the client’s allegations documented in the SOC 
809 by contacting the sponsor by telephone and must document this attempt and its outcome in 
CalWIN- Maintain Case Comments window. However, a request for indigence exception must not be 
denied solely based on sponsor unavailability or sponsor noncooperation with verification attempts. 

Note: 

If the client is unable to provide the sponsor's telephone number, or if the EW attempts to 
contact the sponsor but is unable to reach out to him/her, or the sponsor refuses to provide 
information, the EW must accept the clients allegations regarding sponsor support (or lack 
thereof) as indicated on SOC 809, and grant indigence exception. 

The SOC 809 expires 12 months after it is signed and must therefore be completed at each CAPI 
eligibility redetermination conducted in a case where the indigence exception applies. 
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Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants Statement of Household Expenses and 
Contributions (SOC 453)

The clients living arrangements MUST be verified. If the client does not reside alone, an SOC 453 must 
be obtained to determined if the client is paying his/her pro-rata share.

Cash Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI) Sponsor to Alien Deeming 
Worksheet” (SOC 454).

This for is used to calculate the amounts of income/resources from the sponsor(s) to the CAPI 
applicant/recipient.

6.14.7 Indigence Exception Determination Form (SOC 813)

As part of the indigence exception, CAPI regulations specifically require a completed a “CAPI Indigence 
Exception Determination” form (SOC 813). The information obtained from all the Indigence Exception 
required forms will aid in the completion of the SOC 813. 
 
NOTE: This form must be completed in its entirely. Non-applicable fields are to be completed with 
“N/A.”

Completing the SOC 813

To avoid any confusion when the form is reviewed by the California Department of Social Services, the 
instructions below should be followed:

Top Section of Form:

Select only one of the boxes for “Initial Claim” and “Redetermination”  
If an application for indigence exception was previously denied and the individual is now reapplying, 
please use the “Initial Claim” box. 

County Identification: 

It must be completed to allow CDSS to identify the county completing the form (for statistical 
purposes and to facilitate any necessary clarifications). The SOC 813 in the DEBS Library has been 
pre-populated with the name of the county’s.

Name(s) of Applicant(s) or Recipient(s) and Spouse:•
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The “Spouse” field must only be used for CAPI couples. If only the wife or only the husband is 
applying for or receiving the indigence exception, counties should leave the “spouse” field blank 
(even if applicant/recipient is married).

Case Number(s):

For CAPI Couples, only one single form (SOC 813) should be used, even if a separate case number 
is assigned for each spouse. The case number for each spouse should be listed.

Sponsor(s) Name(s):•

The name of each sponsor must be listed on a separate line. If the applicant or recipient has three or 
more sponsors, an additional form should be attached. 

Section A - Living Arrangements:•

Only one box should be checked for items 1and 2.

Note: If applicant “Lives with Sponsor” or “Lives with others and receives free shelter and food,” the 
Indigence Exception does not apply (skip directly to Section D). 

Only one box must be checked for items 3, 4, 5, or 6

Box #3 should not be checked if the total income and resources in section B is zero. A CAPI 
applicant cannot pay for room and board without the means to do so. Checking Box #3 is an 
indication that the EW has verified that the applicant does in fact have sufficient income and/or 
resources to pay for room and board.

Box #4 should be checked if applicant lives independently, and the comments field in Section D 
should be used to describe how the applicant obtains food and shelter.

IMPORTANT: Box #4 should not be checked if “Total income from all sources” in Section B is zero. A 
CAPI applicant cannot live independently without the means to do so.

Box #5 should be checked if the applicant lives with others and receives free room and board. The 
EW must skip directly to Section D. The indigence exception does not apply.

Box #6 should be selected if the applicant/recipient is homeless.  
Do not select box #4. [See “Homeless Individuals Claiming Indigence Exception” on page 24.].

Section B: Monthly Income

Redeterminations Only section - In this field, the recipient’s current monthly CAPI payment should be 
listed. If the form is being submitted for a CAPI couple, then the entire amount of CAPI received 
monthly by both spouses would be listed here.
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All Cases – This area is to be completed for both initial cases and redeterminations.

All applicable lines must be completed accordingly. Non applicable lines must be marked with N/A. 

NOTE: The total cash and in-kind contributions from others includes all non-CAPI public cash 
benefits such as GA/GR and CalWORKs. Do not include CalFresh and housing subsidies (i.e., any 
housing assistance provided by non-profit organizations, federal, state or local government).

Total Income from all Sources - This is the sum of all figures in the lines 1, 2, and 3.

Federal SSI Rate – If both spouses are applying for CAPI, use the couples’ rate.

Section C: Resources 

Resources include any cash or liquid assets or real or personal property owned by the applicant (or 
owned by the applicant’s spouse) that could be converted to cash to be used for the applicant’s 
support and maintenance. For purposes of the indigence exception, in-kind items should be 
evaluated at their actual value, not the presumed maximum value.  
All applicable lines must be completed accordingly. Non applicable lines must be marked with N/A.

Section D: Comments

A brief narrative must be entered describing the reasons of the county’s decision as to whether to 
grant or deny the indigence exception. It must include a brief description of the individual’s living 
situation and any other significant information relevant to he determination; such as; Inter-county 
transfer, application upon release from skilled nursing facility, living in a motel room, etc.

Example:

Resident of California Garden Apts., 123 Main St., Watertown, and paying $500 rent monthly for 
a 1 BR unit. SOC 453 is on file.

Example:

Currently residing in Municipal Homeless Shelter, 1504 Orange Way, Sacramento. SOC 453 is 
on file.

Note: 

The CDSS will not accept forms on which the Comment section is left blank.

Federal SSI resource limit – For spouses who are both applying for CAPI, the couples’ rate should 
be used. The individual rate should be used for those who are applying for CAPI as an individual 
only, whether or not the applicant is married.
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Bottom Section:

One box must be checked to indicate if the Indigence Exception “does” or “does not” apply.

NOTE: CDSS will NOT accept any SOC 813 if neither box is checked or if both boxes are checked.

Where to send the completed SOC 813

A copy of the “Indigence Exception Determination” (SOC 813) to USCI and CDSS as follows:

• Approved SOC 813s must be sent to: 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) - Office of Program and Regulation 
Development 

• Approved and Denied SOC 813s must be send to: 
California Department of Social Services - Adult Program Division - Benefits Program Unit

See [“Referrals to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)” on page 11-31]

Reminder:

The indigence exception rule applies for a full 12 months period and sponsor deeming shall not 
occur in the 12 month period. After that, sponsor deeming will apply unless a new indigence 
exception has already been evaluated and granted. A new set of forms is required every year.

6.14.8 Homeless Individuals Claiming Indigence Exception

An applicant for the indigence exception should be considered homeless if he or she “is an individual 
with no permanent living arrangement, i.e., no fixed place of residence.”

Example:

Transients who sleep in doorways, homeless shelters, parks, bus stations, etc. Individuals 
staying with a succession of friends and relatives (“couch surfing”) who have no permanent 
living arrangement at the first moment of the month.

When completing the CAPI Indigence Exception Determination form (SOC 813), box# 6 of Section 
A: Living Situation should be checked. 
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6.14.9 Indigence Exception vs Sponsor Deeming

For the indigence exception to apply, sponsor deeming must result in denial, suspension or reduction 
of CAPI benefits. In reviewing the SOC 809 completed by the noncitizen, the EW must determine 
whether applying sponsor deeming would have this result. 

Example 1 - The noncitizen indicates that her sponsor has become indigent himself and is being 
supported by his family and is now unable to support the noncitizen. Since deeming the sponsor’s 
income to the noncitizen (zero income and resources), would not result in denial, suspension or 
reduction of CAPI benefits, the indigence exception to the applicant /recipient would not apply. 
Sponsor deeming does apply. However, since zero income and resources are being deemed, 
eligibility for CAPI is met if all other requirements are satisfied.

Example 2 - The EW determines that the sponsor has substantial income, and if deemed to the 
immigrant would result in denial, suspension or reduction of CAPI benefits. However, the sponsor is 
providing little or no support to the immigrant. In this case the indigence exception would apply if all 
other requirements are satisfied.

Income

When determining if the immigrant’s income is below the Federal SSI rate, ALL the immigrant’s 
following income must be counted when determining if the immigrant is unable to obtain food and 
shelter:

• The immigrant’s own income (including income that was excluded when determining CAPI, such 
as General Assistance and Food Stamps); AND

• The income of the immigrant’s spouse (if living together) or parents (if living with the minor 
immigrant); AND

• Any cash, food, housing, or other assistance provided by the other individuals or agencies 
(including the sponsor).

Note: 

In-kind support and maintenance should be counted at its actual value, not the Presumed 
Maximum Value (PMV).

If the total income is less than the SSI benefit rate, then the amount of the immigrant’s resources 
must be calculated to determine if he/she is under the resource limit.

Resources

The following resources must be counted when determining if the immigrant is unable to obtain food 
and shelter:
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• All liquid resources, even excluded liquid resources such as burial funds.

• The sponsor’s resources.

Note: 

A sponsor’s resources are considered to be the immigrant’s ONLY if the immigrant has an 
ownership interest in them, can convert them to cash, and is NOT legally restricted from using 
them.

[Refer to “Treatment of Income and Resources,” page 6-37] for more information.]

6.14.10 Loans to the Applicant or Recipient of Indigence Exception

An applicant/recipient with little or no income or resources who claims to pay for shelter and food 
with borrowed funds, must provide a detailed documentation regarding the loan arrangements in 
order for the EW to determine whether this is truly a loan that must be repaid (a “genuine loan”) or 
whether this is actually a gift (applicant is receiving free room and board or funds to purchase shelter 
and food) and therefore would not qualify for the indigence exception.

The three-step process below must be followed to determine whether an applicant/recipient claiming 
to be supported by loans qualifies for the indigence exception rule.

STEP 1: Obtain a Written Statement from the Lender

The written statement from the lender must indicate:

• The amount of money borrowed, 
• A detailed description of any repayment arrangements established and 
• Whether the lender resides with the applicant. 

Note: 

The Eligibility Worker is entitled to disbelieve statements of the lender or claimant when these 
contradict other evidence available to the county.

It is the responsibility of the applicant/recipient to obtain the required verification. If the 
applicant/recipient fails to supply a written statement from the lender, CAPI benefits must be denied 
or terminated. 

STEP 2: Determine if the Loan is Genuine

The EW must determine whether the loan is genuine and must be repaid or if it is actually a gift. The 
following criteria must be used for the determination of a genuine loan:
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• The obligation to repay  
The lender and the borrower must acknowledge in the written statement the obligation to repay, 
and the written statement must be signed by both, the lender and the borrower. 

• The loan must be unconditional  
The loan must be repaid under any circumstances (not conditionally), and there must be 
reasonably likelihood of repayment. 

Conditional Loan

A conditional loan is not a genuine loan because it must be repaid only if certain conditions occur; in 
other words, if the conditions do not occur, the loan need not be repaid. For example, if the lender’s 
affidavit contains statements such as “I would like her to pay me back” - this indicates a preference 
rather than loan terms that will be enforced, or “he must start paying rent after his CAPI is approved” 
indicates that applicant will likely not be required to repay the loan if CAPI is denied.

No Reasonable Likelihood of Repayment:

For a loan to be genuine, repayment must be feasible. The facts must show that the individual can 
repay the loan using his or her own resources and income. For example, if an applicant who reports 
zero income and resources has, based on all evidence available to the county, little or no funds with 
which to repay the loan the EW may determine that, in the absence of CAPI, there is no reasonable 
likelihood that the loan will ever be repaid. Therefore, the repayment of the loan is not feasible, and 
there is no likelihood of repayment.

The EW is entitled to disbelieve the lender’s assertion that the loan must be repaid and to determine 
that the loan is not genuine, but is in fact a gift of free shelter and food.

NOTE: A loan of food and shelter, or money loaned for the purposes of purchasing food and shelter, 
is to be considered a gift if:

• The loan need not be repaid, or
• The loan cannot reasonably be expected to be repaid, or
• The loan must only be repaid under certain conditions (such as if CAPI is granted).

Step 3: Complete the SOC 813 Indigence Exception Determination Worksheet

Once a determination of a genuine loan is done, the SOC 813 must be completed accordingly:

Section A - Box #3 (lives with other and pays room and board) or Box #4 (lives independently) 
should be checked. Section D should include details regarding the applicant/recipient’s living 
arrangements.

Section B and C - should be used to determine whether the applicant or recipient is able to obtain 
both shelter and food. 
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The value of a genuine cash or in-kind loan must be listed in the SOC 813 as the 
applicant/recipient’s own income/resources for the purpose of determining a CAPI applicant’s ability 
to purchase shelter and food. 

Note: 

Borrowed funds are not considered income to the applicant. The information in the SOC 813 is 
only use for the determination of Indigence Exception and it does not affect the information 
provided in the SOC 814. 

6.14.11 Loan vs Gift

A loan that is not genuine, should be considered a gift. 

When the applicant/recipient’s needs for shelter and food are satisfied by gifts of in-kind food and 
shelter or by money provided for the purchase of food and shelter, the CAPI applicant/recipient is 
ineligible for the indigence exception. 

The indigence exception applies only when the applicant or recipient is unable to obtain both food 
and shelter.

Reminder:

The Indigence Exception does NOT apply when:

• The immigrant lives with his or her sponsor, or

• The immigrant lives with someone other than the sponsor, and receives free room AND board, 
even if the immigrant’s income is less than the SSI rate.

• The immigrant lives independently and receives free room and board (or the gift of money with 
which to purchase room and board).
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6.14.12 Indigence Exception Procedures 

Eligibility Worker must follow the procedures below when processing CAPI indigence Exception 
cases:

Note: 

Under NO circumstances is the Indigence Exception Rule to be granted until ALL of these steps 
are followed.

Step Action

1. Obtain the completed required form SOC 809.

2. Determine Indigence Exception eligibility.

3. Complete the “Indigence Exception Determination” form (SOC 813). 

4. Scan the SOC 813 into IDM under F1- Application 

Forward the SOC 813 to the appropriate entity. [Refer to “Referrals to the United States Citizenship 
and Immigration Services (USCIS),” section 11.10.15

6.14.13 Duration of the Indigence Exception

When the criteria for this exception is met, deeming is suspended for 12 consecutive months. The 12 
month period can begin at any time when all of the conditions are met. It can be effective with the 
first of the month of eligibility, or in any subsequent month. All required CAPI Indigence Exception 
forms must be completed when re-evaluating eligibility. 

The indigence exception rule applies for 12 months and sponsor deeming shall not occur in the 12 
month period. After that, sponsor deeming will apply unless a new indigence exception has already 
been evaluated and granted.

Example:

Mrs. Trent, an immigrant whose sponsor has executed a new “Affidavit of Support” (I-864), 
alleges during her initial CAPI interview on October 10, 2015, that her sponsor gives her only 
$350 per month in cash and no other support. Mrs. Trent lives alone. The sponsor verifies her 
allegation. The EW determines that the criteria for the indigence exception is met because she 

Note:
For CalWIN process, refer to BENDS 2014-1. [Refer to “CAPI Indigence Exception,” page 
-1] and enter the Special Indicator “CAPI-Indigence Exception.”

Note:
Incomplete or incorrect forms will be returned to the county
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doesn’t live with her sponsor, does not receive free room AND board from anyone else, and her 
income is less than the SSI rate. The first payment takes effect on November 1, 2015. The 
Indigence Exception period is from November 2015 until October 2016. 
 
Effective January 2016, the sponsor receives an increase in pay, and begins to pay the 
sponsored immigrant $550 a month. This amount would put her over the SSI Federal Benefit 
Rate, however sponsor deeming continues to be suspended until October 2016. At this time, 
the amount of the CAPI grant MUST be recalculated and the new lower amount issued.

6.14.14 Treatment of Income and Resources 

When deeming is suspended under this exception, the usual income and resource policies are 
applied. However, the following changes are applied for the sponsor’s income and resources:

Income

ONLY income that the non-citizen actually receives from the sponsor/sponsor’s spouse is counted 
for CAPI purposes. Under the Indigence Exception, if the sponsor/sponsor’s spouse provides NO 
income or support, then NO income is counted.

Resources

Resources owned by the sponsor/sponsor’s spouse are ONLY considered to be the immigrant’s 
resources if the immigrant:

• Has an ownership interest in them, AND

• Has the right, authority, or power to convert the resource to cash; AND

6.14.15 Is NOT legally restricted from using the resources for his or her support.  
Referrals to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
(USCIS)

The United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) tracks the failure of sponsors to 
adequately support those sponsored. It is required under 8 U.S. Code, Section 1631(e)(2) that 
USCIS be notified in EVERY case where the indigence exception applies. When the EW approves 
the Indigence Exception that allows CAPI eligibility, the county MUST notify USCS of that fact and 
send a copy of the notification to the California Department of Social Services (CDSS).
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The California Department of Social Services also keeps track of the completion of the CAPI 
Indigence Determination form (SOC 813). All completed SOC 813s whether approved or denied 
must be sent for state review. 

The EW must send a copy of the “Indigence Exception Determination” (SOC 813) to USCI and 
CDSS as follows: 

 USCIS  CDSS
Send all approved SOC 813s to:

 
Office of Program and Regulation Development 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
20 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20529-0001

Forward all (approved and denied) SOC 813s 
as follows:

 
By email at: soc813@dss.ca.gov. (prefer method). 

or if needed, by U.S. mail to:

California Department of Social Services  
Adult Programs Division, 
Benefit Programs Unit 
744 P Street, M. S. 9-11-91 
Sacramento, CA 95814-6413

Note: 

The SOC 813 must be completed entirely. Not applicable fields must be marked with N/A. Incomplete or 
incorrect forms will be returned to the county.  

Reminder:

The form is required as part of CAPI intake and annual redetermination.

6.14.16 Sponsored Noncitizens

There are specific eligibility requirements for an individual who entered the United States on or after 
August 22, 1996. To be eligible for CAPI, a noncitizen who legally entered the United States on or 
after August 22, 1996 must be sponsored and one of the following must apply:

• The sponsor is deceased. 
 
The applicant must provide evidence that his or her sponsor has died.
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• The sponsor is disabled as defined in Welfare and Institutions Code Section 11320.3(b)(3)(A). 
 
The applicant must provide verification of the sponsor’s disability.
• Welfare and Institutions Code Section 11320.3(b)(3)(A) states: 

 
“The individual is disabled as determined by a doctor’s verification that the disability is 
expected to last at least 30 days and that it significantly impairs the recipient’s ability to be 
regularly employed, or participate in welfare-to work activities, provided that the individual is 
actively seeking medical treatment.”

Note: 

The disability must be re-verified at least one month prior to the expiration of the “through date.”

• The applicant is a victim of abuse by the sponsor or the sponsor’s spouse. Abuse is defined in the 
same manner as provided in MPP Section 42-701.2(d)(3), as authorized by Welfare and 
Institutions Code Section 11.495.1. 
 
Abuse is defined as assaulting or coercive behavior that includes, but is not limited to physical 
abuse, sexual abuse, psychological abuse, economic control, isolation, stalking, and threats or 
other types of coercive behavior.

• Welfare and Institutions Code Section 18938(a)(4) states in part: 
 
(A)(4)... A sworn statement of abuse by a victim, or the representative of the victim if the victim 
is not able to competently swear, shall be sufficient to establish abuse if one or more additional 
items of evidence of abuse is also provided. Additional evidence may include, but is not limited 
to the following:

• “(i) Police, government agency, or court records or files.”

• “(ii) Documentation from a domestic violence program, legal, clinical, medical, or other 
professional from whom the applicant or recipient has sought assistance in dealing with 
abuse.”

• “(iii) A statement from any other individual with knowledge of the circumstances that 
provided the basis for the claim.”

• “(iv) Physical evidence of abuse.”

Note: 

If the victim cannot provide additional evidence of abuse, then a confidential sworn statement is 
sufficient. The EW must make a referral to a Social Worker to assess the situation and make a 
determination. 
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Identifying Categories

Sponsored noncitizens are identified in one of the three following categories:

AID
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

6M-F Used for sponsored noncitizens who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED, 
entered the U.S. On or AFTER 8-22-96, and the sponsor is deceased, disabled, or abusive. (If 
abusive, a referral to Protective Services is MANDATORY.)

Marital Status:
• No spouse
• INELIGIBLE Spouse-NOT on SSI, CAPI, GA, CalWORKs, Foster Care (may or may not 

have income), OR
• Spouse on SSI.

6M-2 Used for sponsored noncitizens who are AGED(65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED, 
entered the U.S. On or AFTER 8-22-96, and the sponsor is deceased, disabled, or abusive. (If 
abusive, a referral to Protective Services is MANDATORY.)

Marital Status:
• Spouse on CAPI.

6M-9 Used for sponsored noncitizens who are AGED (65 years of age and over), BLIND or DISABLED, 
entered the U.S. On or AFTER 8-22-96, and the sponsor is deceased, disabled, or abusive. (If 
abusive, a referral to Protective Services is MANDATORY.)

Marital Status:
• Spouse receiving GA, CalWORKs or Foster Care.

6.14.17
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